
COMARC/B 017

017  OTHER IDENTIFIER

This field contains an identifier, published on an item which cannot be accommodated in another field and
a qualification which distinguishes between identifiers when more than one identifier of the same type is
contained in a record. The field corresponds to the ISBD standard number (or alternative) and terms of
availability area. The field may contain the terms of availability and/or price, even if it does not contain
an identifier.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
017 Other identifier r

a Identifier nr
b Qualification nr
d Terms of availability and/or price nr
z Erroneous identifier r
2 System code nr

Indicators

Indicator values are not defined.

SUBFIELDS

017a  Identifier

An identifier which form depends on the system under which the identifier was defined.

017b  Qualification

An indication of the scope of the identifier in subfield a (if present), usually the name of a
publisher, an indication of the binding of the item, or an indication of the relationship of an
identifier to a set or to a particular volume.

017d  Terms of availability and/or price

The price of the item and any comment on its availability.
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017z  Erroneous identifier

An identifier that has been identified as being erroneously applied to an item or it is otherwise
invalid. It may have been allocated to two different publications or products and in this instance
cancelled, or it may have been incorrectly printed.

0172  System code

A code indicating system under which the identifier was defined.

doi digital object identifier
hdl handle
isan international standard audiovisual number

NOTES ON FIELD CONTENTS

A code is entered in subfield 2 indicating system under which the identifier was defined.

DOI® – Digital Object Identifier is a system for persistent and functional identification and also managing
the intellectual content and metadata on digital networks. A DOI identifier is a string that specifies a unique
object within the DOI system.

ISAN – International Standard Audiovisual Number is a system for the identification of audiovisual works,
which consist of a sequence of related images, with or without accompanying sound. The physical form in
which the work is distributed is not important. Versions of an audiovisual work are identified by V-ISAN –
International Standard Audiovisual Number (ISAN) – Version identifier.

Hdl – Handle is a system for persistent identification of digital objects or resources of organisations
registered at the Handle.Net Registry. The administrator for assigning prefixes is the Corporation for
National Research Initiatives (CNRI). DOI is also based on the Handle System.

Structure of DOI name

The DOI name structure is standardized as ISO 26324:2012.

The DOI name structure is made up of a prefix element and a suffix element separated by a forward slash
"/", e.g. 10.1000/12345.

The DOI name prefix (e.g. 10.1000) is composed of two components separated by a full stop. The first part
"10" is the directory number and it remains the same for all DOI names. The second part (e.g. 1000) is a
unique alphanumeric string assigned to an organization that wishes to register DOI names. The second part
of the prefix may be further divided into sub-elements, each of them preceded by a full stop (e.g. 1000.10).
There are no limitations concerning the amount of DOI names that the registration agency could ask for.
The prefix of the DOI name does not provide evidence of the ownership or rights or current management
responsibility of any intellectual property.

The prefix is followed by a forward slash "/" and a unique suffix (e.g., 12345), which indicates the entity.
The combination of a prefix element indicating the registrant, and the unique suffix element chosen by the
registrant, suppress the need for the centralized management of DOI names.
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The suffix element may be a sequential number, or it may incorporate identifier from or based on another
system used by the registrant, e.g. ISBN, ISSN, PII, SICI … (see examples 1, 2). The existent identifiers
and/or bibliographical data used for the suffix element have no particular meaning within the DOI system.

The ISAN structure

The ISAN (International Standar Audiovisual Number) is a numbering system which is standardized as ISO
15706:2002 and ISO 15706-2:2007 for V-ISAN.

ISAN may be 17-digit or 26-digit identifier.

A 17-digit ISAN consists of 16 hexadecimal digits (characters: 0 to 9 and A do F), divided into two segments
followed by a check digit. The first segment, which consists of 12-digit root segment, is followed by the
second segment which consists of 4-digit segment for the identification of episodes or parts when applicable.
When a work is not an episode or part of a serial audiovisual work, the segment should consist of zeros. An
alphanumerical check digit is also appended to the last segment (characters: 0 to 9 and A to Z).

Except 17-digit ISAN, the 26-digit ISAN (V-ISAN) consists of 8 hexadecimal digits indicating the version;
an alphanumerical check digit is also appended to that segment.

Example ISAN 1881-66C7-3420-0000-7-9F3A-0245-U:

primary work episode ch.d. version ch.d.
ISAN 1 8 8 1 - 6 6 C 7 - 3 4 2 0 - 0 0 0 0 - 7 - 9 F 3 A - 0 2 4 5 - U

The prefix ISAN and the check digit as the 17th character (and as the 26th character when also version
identifier is added to ISAN) are always present when ISAN is displayed in human-readable form. Each
group of 4 hexadecimal digits and also the check digit is separated by hyphens or spaces.

V-ISAN is a combination of the international standard audiovisual number (ISAN) for the primary work
and the added version identifier  (see example 3).

The Handle structure

The Handle system is defined in the RFC 3650, 3651 and 3652 documents of the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) and is intended to resolve URLs with the help of the Handle.Net Registry.

The handle identifier is composed of a prefix and a suffix separated by a forward slash "/", e.g., 20.1000/100.

The prefix designates the naming authority. If the prefix consists of multiple parts, these are separated by
periods and represent segments in the hierarchy of the naming authority. Each handle identifier prefix starts
with a "20" and represents the CNRI – Corporation for National Research Initiatives, followed by identifiers
of organizations registered at the Handle.Net Registry  (see examples 4, 5). The prefix can consist of any
Unicode UCS-2 characters other than "/".

The prefix is followed by a forward slash and a suffix designating the local name of the resource. The suffix
can consist of any Unicode UCS-2 characters.

Data form

The letters, which are usually found printed with the identifier on the item, should not be entered in field 017.

Each identifier, which is found to be wrongly printed, can be entered in subfield 017z – Erroneous identifier.

Hyphens or forward slash inserted in subfields a and z separate different parts of an identifier.

In order to distinguish between identifiers, when there is more than one in a record, qualifications may be
added to one or more of them.
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Terms of availability and price are often related to each identifier. Thus this information is recorded in the
same field.

The field should be repeated for each valid identifier. It should also be repeated for an invalid identifier
unless that invalid identifier clearly relates to a known valid identifier entered in the record, in which case
the invalid identifier will be entered in the same field as its corresponding valid identifier.

RELATED FIELDS

010 INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BOOK NUMBER
011 ISSN
013 INTERNATIONAL STANDARD MUSIC NUMBER (ISMN)
020 NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY NUMBER
021 LEGAL DEPOSIT NUMBER
022 GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION NUMBER
040 CODEN
041 OTHER CODES*
071 PUBLISHER'S NUMBER

These fields are used for specific numbers.

EXAMPLES

1. *
017 ⊔⊔ a10.3359/oz0702058 2doi

(DOI for the article published in "Organizacija znanja".)

2. *
017 ⊔⊔ a10.4567/0028-0836(18770503)16:392 2doi

(The publisher is using SICI "0028-0836(18770503)16:392"; that is why it is
chosen for the DOI suffix.)

3. *
017 ⊔⊔ a0000-0000-7570-0000-F-0000-0001-R 2isan

(V-ISAN for the videorecording entitled "Princeza i goblin".)

4. *
017 ⊔⊔ a20.1000/100 2hdl

(Handle "20.1000/100" is the identifier for the Handle.Net software licence. The
prefix 20.1000 in this case represents Handle.Net itself and consists of identifiers
for a superior and a subordinate naming authority. CNRI is the superior authority,
whereas the number 1000 designates the subordinate naming authority. The suffix
100 is the local name within this namespace.)

5. *
017 ⊔⊔ a20.500.12556/DiRROS-13864 2hdl
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017 ⊔⊔ a20.500.12556/dirros/50967165-baf4-47ee-8926-184895760f98 2hdl
(Example "20.500.12556/DiRROS-13864" is the handle identifier for a metadata
record for a resource from the DiRROS repository. The handle identifier
"20.500.12556/dirros/50967165-baf4-47ee-8926-184895760f98" is assigned
to the resource. The prefix 20.500.12556 consists of 20.500, which represents
registered Handle system users, and 12556, which is assigned to the open science
repository in Slovenia.)
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